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Let me first introduce my traveling compadres from Chicago—We

are all part of Black Chicago Sailors*, the largest group of black

skippers and black women skippers in the country. Captain Yvonne

“Vonnie” Nelson, and myself were members of the first African

American crew (of both men and women) to sail in the Chicago-

Mackinaw Race in 1994. Vonnie and I were the only women

aboard. The crew of nine was captained by Captain William “Bill”

Pinkney, world-renown, solo-circum-navigator. Captain Wanda

Robertson has been sailing since 1980 and is the skipper of “My

Tyme II”, a 30-foot Catalina, her third vessel. Captain Alpha Ray

Thompson, is skipper of “Alpha Rays”, a 30-foot Hunter, his fourth

vessel (to round it off), Captain Vonnie, skipper of “Von Voyage, a

26-foot Irwin, her second vessel and myself, skipper of “Purple

Reigns”, a 27-foot O’Day, my fourth vessel. Al and Vonnie have

sailed the entire Lake Michigan and part of Lake Superior on many

occasions. They have sailed for 40 days and nights at a time to var-

ious islands and through the Straits of Mackinaw and up into

Canada. I have been the organizer and Fleet Commander of the

BCS Summer Cruise across and up the coast of Lake Michigan for

the past seven years.(www.blackchicagosailors.org and download

journals) This year we cancelled our summer excursion to attend

this event.

Preface

*www.blackchicagosailors.org

For more information about Chicago’s Black Sailors
and to download journals from our sailing cruises, log
on to: http://www.blackchicagosailors.org
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Thursday  8/14
Stepping off the small prop plane at Tortola’s Beef Island, propelled

us into a steamy, sauna-like atmosphere. Puerto Rico was our prel-

ude-but Tortola was the real-deal. This is what we where to expect,

temperature-wise, for our duration. Now, it is not like we hadn’t

expected it to be hot. I guess, you’re never ready to be ‘uncomfort-

able’. There were two blessings here: one, the winds while sailing;

and two, the air-conditioning at night.

Daily, as soon as we would drop-anchor, the generator was

‘fired-up’ and the air-conditioning and freezer were turned on.

Visa-versa in the a.m., the generator was turned off and the hatch-

es were opened, the engines were started to charge our batteries for

the days travel and use of the ‘house-lights’ and amenities. When

we got underway, though, all hatches had to be closed. From past

experience, I learned, closing the hatches ahead of time can save

you precious time if the weather were to change on you. Changes

at sea and weather conditions can change at the blink of an eye. (As

you will soon see).

Generally, the temperature was hot and humid. Brief

showers would come and go, sometimes twice a day. The good

thing about it, they never really interrupted any activities. The sun

Chapter One
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would follow with intense humidity. Perspiration would bead

quickly,  upon you, and the breeze from the ‘sail’ would be a wel-

comed chill. Dusk was the prime time of the day. While at sea, there

was a constant breeze. Most legs of the trip the wind blew from the

east to northeast at 12-23 knots, which made great sailing. The

water was warm and crystal clear, in most spots. We were in depths

from 50’ - 80’ most of the time while under sail. There were plenty

of sandy, white beaches, to keep any beach-loving person, happy.

Since we had arrived a day earlier, Wanda, Vonnie, Al and

I acquired a suite at The Moorings Mariner Inn for the evening. We

had expected much more, but disappointed we weren’t. We only

needed the accommodations for one night.

Al found Ben Lovely early that next morning outside of

our suite, beach-combing.

Friday  8/15
Friday was the welcoming party. Folks were arriving one-by-one;

group by group from all over the country. On the TV, in the café bar,

news of the blackout in the northeast was on, and many began to

wonder how many of us it was going to affect. There were a few

who escaped being trapped, by one or two hours.

Two years ago, 9/11 was the topic of discussion and con-

cern. The event was on September 14, 2000. Attendance was said to

have been in record numbers. I just find it hard to imagine, with air

traffic coming to a complete stand-still.

The captains’ meeting was scheduled for 5:00 PM. There,

all the captains met, along with the fleet commander, Paul Mixon,

and a gentleman from The Moorings, who briefed us on our routes,

conditions, etc. 

The fleet would also have traveling mechanics. The “Island

Flyer” or who became better known as “Yellow Man”.

I met with Paula and Frank at The Moorings Café this

afternoon. They had come from spending some time in St. Thomas.

Paula was very friendly, as was Frank. They both have a very thick,

New York accents. I could tell that both had a sense of humor—-

this was good. Even up to this point, I hadn’t caught on that they

were both a part of our crew.

Chapter Two
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The Mooring staff, later that evening, laid-out our a buffet

in honor of our arrival. This event was attended by the newly elect-

ed Prime Minister, Miss B.V.I., the BVI Tourism Board, reps from

The Moorings and the press. There was song and introduction of all

twenty-three captains. The socializing continued until the lights

went out.

The evening wore on; I was introduced to Michael. Shortly

before boat assignments, I met Brenda and Andrew. While the

boats were being provisioned, I came across an unusual sight- a

wet T-shirt and wet underwear, hanging on the lifelines of the boat.

I double-checked the name of the boat to see if I was on the right

one. By now it was dark and Wanda and I were being briefed on

the Moorings 4700. All new 4700 boats for this year. Catamarans, 47

feet with 25’ beams; 4 berths; 4 heads; salon, electric windlass for

the anchor; AC with generators; 2 huge Yanmar diesel engines—-

totally loaded and equipped. One and a half million dollars worth

of vessel with a 12-foot dingy with an 8 horsepower Mercury

engine (I had one once, it was very dependable) After being briefed

on this luxury vessel from top to bottom, Wanda and I had our own

meeting. (The do’s and don’ts).

One of the first announcements was about keeping the

cockpit ‘free and clear’. Naturally, this was directed at Melvin and

his laundry. I told him, I met his underwear before I met him.

A good captain has civil meetings with the crew, up-front,

in order to keep things running smoothly, without incident. We

were proud of our crew. There was much harmony, caring, and

understanding. The vibes were good. And I truly believe, we read

each other very well. We were a fortunate bunch, we had heard that

others were not so fortunate.

By the time we all had a chance to shower, we were ready

to shut down for the night.

Captain John Quickley of the “Dream Team” and our boat

“ Fritz The Cat” agreed to ‘buddy sail’. He had all novices aboard,

with a potential, strong first mate, Stephan, from Chicago. We

would contact each other in the A.M.
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Saturday  8/16
The fleet began leaving the harbor. Quickley had already expressed

his interest to ‘buddy’ sail with our boat. We were flattered. Fritz

the Cat was the designated ‘dive boat’. All divers were aboard this

ship. There were a few other divers on other boats—-but this was

Scuba-Do! Stephanie Dunkins, from Brooklyn and Sherry Winston,

from Connecticut, joined us for every dive.

Sherry’s and Paula’s intensity for diving-mirrored.

‘The Cat ‘pulled out of it’s slip and headed into the chan-

nel. We would be in radio contact with “Dream Team”. The chan-

nel was well marked. Once out, we would get our heading for The

Baths, just south of Spanish Town. With McKenzie II off of our

portside; Dream Team at our stern, we were headed straight wind-

ward at 2500rpm’s. There were some monohulls, which chose to

tack to Spanish Town, but we were going for a mooring can at The

Baths - close into shore. I could see Captain Lance’s boat heeling

with full jib and main, ahead of us- Looking good! I wondered how

the crew felt?

It was hot when the sun was not behind the clouds. It got

more humid, the higher sun rose. The wind in our faces was our

salvation. The one-foot waves were close together, from an easter-

ly direction, directly at the bow. When we headed east across the

Sir Francis Drake Passage into the middle, the winds and current

from all of the other passages seemed to meet.

While attempting to moor the boat, I heard the port engine

grind. The engines had to be turned off. We had a painters line

from the dinghy caught in our engine. It wouldn’t be bad news,

until after we cleared the line. Andrew, put on his goggles and

drove in the water. Once he accessed the problem, he requested a

knife. After three or four submersions, the line was cut completely,

which freed the propeller. Andrew confronted the problem, like a

Navy Seal, complete with blue ‘boat bottom’ paint on his head.

Next test was to start the engine.——No problem! “Bake a cake for

Andrew!”

Now from here on, Mel was appointed, to watch the

dinghy and it’s line. Mel took this watch very seriously. For hours

Mel would sit below on the transom and literally watch the dinghy.

I really think he used this time to contemplate and soak up the fan-

tastic views. Occasionally, he was offered drink and snacks for

being so diligent.

Once moored, the divers clamored to confirm the pick-up

time by the dive boat. Once that was done, Brenda, Wanda and I

were left to enjoy the beach at The Baths. I dropped Brenda off at

the beach after navigating through the rocks and reefs that

appeared to be closer than they were. Later, she shared her day of

excitement.

Everyone became more efficient with the boat, especially,

getting in and out of the dinghy. Soon everyone found out, there is

an art to getting in and an art to getting out. There was no one way

Chapter Three
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for everyone. It was whatever way worked best for you. Some of us

preferred the stairs, others preferred climbing right onto the stern

platform.

The afternoon had gone by fast. We spent the afternoon

visiting boat to boat. The dive boat had returned and we headed

over to Marina Cay about 3:00PM to our night anchorage. All I

could think of about Marina Cay were the mosquitoes, and the

night waters that had sharks swimming about (year 2000). Marina

Cay sits just south of Scrub Island; east of Great Camanoe and

slightly northwest of Trelis Bay.

Marina Cay has a very tricky entrance. Between the sea

and Marina Cay, there is a shallow reef about 400 yards in length.

This reef, they say, cannot be seen when the sun in directly over-

head. Well, we didn’t have that to worry about—visibility was

good.

Only two went ashore that night. We entertained our-

selves— Food, fun and commaraderie.

I enjoy watching people. You could say, it is a hobby of mine. I can

sit in a parking lot and see people come out of a store and guess

which vehicle they will go to—-things like that. I’m sure it has a lot

to do with my  ‘elementary’ background in psychology. Each of our

crew had very distinctive qualities. Take for instance Paula. Paula,

a retired teacher from Brooklyn was very social, easy to talk to,

great personality; persistent, and a great organizer, with a great

sense of humor. I guessed her sign right off, a Pisces. Frank, from

Brooklyn came from the corporate world into teaching. Frank likes

to talk, but has his quiet moments. He’s observant, inquisitive, sen-

timental and very grounded. I guessed his sign immediately, a

Taurus. Andrew, who is also very grounded, from Chicago is an ex-

military man. He has a precise and direct personality; methodical,

patient and is a good instructor. Brenda, from Maywood (Chicago),

is a supervisor of a State Mental facility. She is quiet and laid-back,

very direct and you have to come to her ‘straight-up’, not crooked.

Brenda is witty, great sense of humor, and a Libra and a Sorror.

(This was the second time I had a sorority sister aboard) Mel from

Chicago is a retired airplane engineer. Very outgoing at times,

vocal; social and often refers to his military experience. He remi-

nisces a lot. Mel has a great personality was usually the life of the

Chapter Four
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party. Mel is an Aquarian. Michael- I often refer to Michael as “The

Good Doctor”. Mike is a psychologist from Boston. A Libra. A quiet

man; very observant and a thinker; and like myself, he watches

people. He is a good conversationalist and a caring and generous

person. Well, for what it’s worth, both Wanda and I are Libra’s.

Sunday  8/17
By daylight, we were preparing to depart for Leverick Bay at the

northern end of Virgin Gorda. We sailed along with Al’s boat

(McKenzie II) with Captain Quick’ behind us. Using the jib, we had

a great sail. Spotting the “Dogs Islands, we knew our destination

was close a few miles north, then right, around Mosquito Island,

past the reefs with Prickly Pear Island to our portside and then into

the channel.

With the northeasterly wind, Leverick Bay is not a shel-

tered anchorage, today. This is where we could replenish our ice. 

Once onshore, we headed towards the restaurant for food

and libations. Stephanie found a tennis court, close by. I looked for

Al and Mike to join us. It had to be 105 degrees on that court. Out

of the corner of my eye I could see a local resident watching us

from the balcony. “The courts were unlike any composite I have

ever seen,” I thought to myself. It looked like a turf, covered with

fine sand. Although Al and I were ahead, I had to call it quits,

before my heart did. I retired back to the café and a pitcher of water.

Shortly after, it was time to head back to the boat, freshen up and

return for a captain’s meeting, dinner and Sherry’s concert. Frank

would hold a table by the pool for the crew.

Chapter Five
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The sun was low and the temperature had fallen. I sat

where I could see the captains congregating for our daily sched-

uled meeting. Once they had gathered, I would join them. The

meeting never took place. Sherry’s concert was cancelled, too. I

really think there was just too much going on at the same time.

Shortly after the buffet began, Fleet Captain, Paul Mixon,

made announcements. Then a band came on. My day had been a

long one and I was ready to retire. Mike had remained on the boat

this evening, skipping dinner. We later surmised, he wasn’t feeling

well. He was reading when I came aboard. He looked as though he

was enjoying his solitude, so I grabbed my book, fixed a drink and

retired outside to the cockpit to listen to the band onshore play on.

Tomorrow, we will race to Anegada

Monday  8/18
It was Stephanie’s birthday, today. We really might have ‘baked a

cake,’ for Stephanie, had the waters not been sooooo rough!

Mel volunteered that morning to get ice, that was one rea-

son why we were next to last leaving Leverick Bay. I don’t remem-

ber the other reasons.  We had every intention on racing, but it just

didn’t work out. We just couldn’t get our ship ready before the

starting time. All of the guys on the boat try to raise the mainsail.

We would get it 3/4 of the way up, and then—nothing! This was

the third time we have tried to raise this main, with success only

once.  McKenzie II had the same problem. Wanda I said, “Forget it!

It wasn’t worth the aggrevation.” The winds are high enough and

our distances weren’t that far apart. Our plan was to load the

dinghy onto the davits and raise it out of the water so we would

not have to tow it. We had also discussed our racing techniques, for

we would have surely won the race to Anegada that morning!

With dinghy still attached at the stern, we unfurled our jib

and made way, as best we could to catch up with the fleet. Winds

gusted up to 23 knots, at times. We caught up with four boats in the

fleet. Soon after, we saw sails being furled and lowered. At this

Chapter Six
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point, I had  no one to follow in. I had never entered this area.

Anegada, of all the islands, has one of the most treacherous

entrances. It is about 14 miles north of Virgin Gorda.  With it’s high-

est point being only 28 feet high, it makes it difficult to see if you

are out a couple of miles. Shallow reefs are spread all about the

island. Water in the anchorage is severely, shallow, 7 feet at most

spots. At times our depth meter read 3.8 feet. We hit bottom once.

Andrew was standing on the trampoline against the jib

furling, when he pointed towards the east and shouted, “White

Squall!” Well, everyone, by this time, knew Andrew was good for

‘breaking into character’ at anytime. I laughed it off, at the same

time scanning the horizon. “Everyone off the deck and down

below!” I shouted. I shoved the throttles, full-steam ahead, but it

was fruitless. This storm was moving fast. What started as large

vertical drops, turned into huge horizontal pellets. There was

absolutely no protection, other than the bimini above.

I radioed to Al to get a heading into the channel. His reply

was “head straight toward the boats”. Well, that is exactly what I

did! My focus was dead ahead. Visibility was down to 0. I was

going by compass at this time. The rain was coming with such force

and directly into my face, I was hyperventilating. “How long was

this going to continue?” I thought. “Rains down here usually come

and go in the matter of minutes”, I thought, “a white squall—-I

have no idea.” By the time I heard Captain Paul come in on the

radio, the wind and rain were subsiding. I heard Paul say that we’d

better do a 180 degree turn to port and get out, ASAP. The depth

meter was reading 6-7 feet at this point. The sun re-appeared. Al

and Lance came in their dinghy to lead us in and give us a moor-

ing can pickup. “Was it an act of guilt?” 

“John Quick’, where are you?” 

Anegada is known as the ‘drowned” island with the

Roseate Flamingos. Anegada seemed desolate, but very picture-

ques. Salt-water ponds were all around; very rocky and arid ter-

rain; and with cactus, seemly the main vegetation. Small herds of

emaciated goats and cows that ruled the roads. We were on our

way to get this infamous, spinney lobster. Groups of us boarded

taxis to the Big Bamboo at the northern end of the island. Even

though many who had been here before, pre-ordered their lobsters,

I believe, the crowd was still too much for a place this size —one

waitress? I ordered chicken wings thinking that a simple order

would be a fast one—not so. I never saw the wings. We had made

a PAC with the taxi driver that we would be ready and not keep

him waiting by 1:45PM. 

Well, our crew was ready to leave on time. Not one of our

crew got a chance to eat. We focused on getting back to the boat and

heading to Saba Rock for tonight’s anchorage. We had a two and a

half-hour sail and we wanted to get a mooring can. Our sail back

was on the rough-side. The seas had 4-5 foot swells and the waves

were close together. Motoring made our ride rougher than it would

have been with sails. Our heading would put us close-haul and we

would have had to tack. We throttled to 2500 rpms and followed

Captain John into Saba Rock. Saba Rock was located just north of

The Bitter End Yacht Club. Unfortunately, it was closed for the sea-

son.
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Tonight, we will prepare dinner on the boat. Thanks to

Brenda and Paula, our dinner was well worth the wait.  We enter-

tained ourselves this evening. The divers were going to the Rhone

tomorrow and needed to get their rest.

Tuesday  8/19
This morning, it had rained at daybreak. I looked out the porthole

from by berth and thought, “This is a good morning to roll over

and go back to sleep”. It was hazy and the sky was cloudy by sun-

rise with intermittent sunshine. This was a “Free Sail” day and time

to take a break from the rush-rush, sail-sail. You see, being captain

entails a lot of pressure, sometimes. Pressures the crew cannot

always see. As usual, the generator and AC were turned off and the

engines were started to charge the batteries.

I could see Paula was ready to go—tense and on-the-edge.

Not until Paula could contact the dive boat to confirm the dive, was

she able to relax. But each time they came through, just like our

adoptive passengers, Sherry and Stephanie.

Paula made the first pot of coffee at 5:30 am. She is a per-

sistent woman. I could tell by her e-mails the week prior to the trip.

Folks appeared in the salon gradually. Mel accompanied me to the

water lockers to check the level of our freshwater tanks. Yep! It was

time for water. One more sink full of dishes and the waterline

would have been sucking in air. Water will be free today here at

Saba Rock. We needed each of our tanks filled. All 250 gallons!

“What on earth is this?” I exclaimed. Folks came running.

Chapter Seven
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“Looks like a hyena, by the coloring and by the way it walks.” “

This is not hyena territory,” someone else added. “True” I said. “Let

me go get the binoculars”. Someone else said,  “It looks like a small

donkey or jack-ass”. Someone else said, “It is probably a goat”.

“Makes sense”, we all agreed. We were looking towards Biras

Creek.

Mel, Wanda, Andrew and Frank donned their diving boots

and dinghyed over to the island, a stones-throw from our anchor-

age, to check out this mystery-of-a-beast. This end of the island

looked uninhabited. “Take a stick” I shouted. Mel came back with;

“The fastest one will get taken down FIRST, because, then, the ani-

mal won’t have to struggle as hard when his energy level is deplet-

ed to get the second of prey“. ‘The slowest”, I added, “will be

DESSERT.” The dinghy was beached as the crew went exploring. I

yelled over to Captain John’s boat, “John, would you like to go pick

up a dinghy?” John looked puzzled and I pointed over to the

beach. We entertained that thought for quite a while. I would have

loved to see their faces when they returned and the dinghy had

been gone. That’s what idleness will do to you.   

The dive boat eventually arrived.

With most of our crew gone, we planned to go to North

Sound for provisions. North Sound was just east of Leverick Bay

and west of Saba Rock. With life jackets on; a full tank of gas; new

gas line and a new floating painter line, Captain Wanda, Andrew,

Brenda, and myself headed out. The trip was about six miles round

trip.

We pulled into what appeared to be a town strictly occu-

pied by ‘locals’. There was nothing touristy about this place. Since

water taxis are the mode of transportation for the workers and stu-

dents of this island, there are cars parked all around the docks in a

somewhat, orderly fashion. There was also a ‘watering hole’ (a bar)

at the dock as well. 

We saw a young lady with a box of groceries and we fig-

ured we were in the right spot. We took a few moments to take pic-

tures. Up the road, apiece and to the right was the store—the yel-

low building. Roosters and hens walked the street like people

going to work. A shantytown that’s what it reminded us of—no

tourism here. In the back of the store was a small eatery. Chicken

had been fried, potatoes had been mashed, corn-on-the-cob and

some unidentified meat. Not a big selection, but everything looked

well prepared and fresh. I order four wings—one for each of us and

some ginger beer for our ride back to the boat.

Two of us broke one hundred-dollar bills for our purchas-

es. To my surprise, she held them under an ultra-violet wand for

authenticity. The register and credit card machines were brand

new, “Technology, finds its way to unsuspecting places, some-

times”, I thought.

The groceries were bagged and we were off. Wings and

ginger-beer for our snack back.

Upon arriving back at Saba Rock, we notice every boat had

gone except for two. I check the dock to see if it was clear to

approach so we could fill our water tanks. Our tanks were filled,

additional ice was purchased and we were on our way. Our desti-

nation today was Norman Island, where we would anchor for the

night. We were to stop at Salt Island to pick up our divers by
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2:00PM. They were going on a 2-tank dive at the Rhone today.

The sky was hazy, clouds were all about, and as usual, it

was hot. Hopefully, it won’t rain. Our course, once out of the Bay

and through the channel, was around 72 degrees. I got the heading

from Captain John, skipper of “Dream Team”; winds were coming

from the northeast. Once on course, we flew the jib. Andrew was at

the helm, today. When we left the Dogs (islands) our speed was 6.5

knots. The sail was nice, the sun came out-full strength. It was the

‘apparent’ wind that kept us cool and comfortable. 

I pondered for a while. I wanted something to do. Andrew

was at the helm, the sails were set. I had time on my hands.  I men-

tioned to Brenda that normally I write a journal on my sailing trips.

“This is what I need to do, right now, before we get any further. If

I had started earlier, I would probably have more detail.” I got out

my book and pen and began to note. It was the quiet that made

everything flow easy. My surroundings were condusive for ‘not-

ing’. This beats a  pad and palette at this juncture. All that I need-

ed to remember came easy.

On our portside, we past Spanish Town, The Baths, Fallen

Jerusalem, Round Rock, Ginger Island, and Cooper Island. Once

we arrived at Salt Island, I got a call on the radio. Our dive crew

was at Cooper Island. That is where the dive boat dropped them

off. “That was back north at least seven miles”, I told Paul over the

radio. I was on standby for a moment. Paul came back with the

news that the divers would be aboard one of the powerboats and

would meet us at Norman Island. “Thank you, Paul!”

With the “Indians’ now in sight, we took the scenic route.

We took photos as well. It’s beautiful at the southern end of these

islands. The islands have more foliage and appear to be lusher and

greener; less rock and aridness.

Once we spotted the “Pirates” on Norman Island. Our

focus was on a mooring can, nearest to shore—full steam ahead.

Andrew forced the throttles with a air of machismo arrogance. His

chest swelled; and I could see the boyish look in his face—-”Power.

It takes_________to run this ship,” he roared. With all of this gusto,

I wouldn’t dare douse this flame. I had to let him moor this boat.

With some instruction and Wanda and Brenda at the bow with

hook-in-hand—one attempt was all it took!

The evening was young and we were among the first to

arrive. A swim was suggested. Before I knew it, everyone was in

the water. Brenda had on her lifejacket. ‘Good idea” I thought. “If

‘the good sorror’ can do it, so can I,” I said. With all the years I’ve

been in boating, I have never really cared for swimming around in

the water. It was just so inviting this day. I got in my suit, found

some goggles and fins and shimmied down the swim ladder. “ I

hate the salt water taste”. After the sailing and the sun, submersion

of this carcass was great!  Andrew suggested we follow Captain

Wanda around the boat, for she had just seen a stingray. The depth

meter read 30 feet. This was not encouraging. Begging Brenda and

Andrew not to leave me behind, I grabbed onto Andrew with a

‘death grip’. Then Brenda started laughing, and the jokes and com-

ments had us going to the point we couldn’t breath correctly with

the snorkel equipment.

‘Spit into the lenses”, Andrew said. “Spit?” I questioned.

“How many other people have spit into these very lenses?” The

thought was repulsive. “Next year, I’ll bring my own.” The laugh-

er and jokes and comments kept us in hysterics. Shortly after that
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my imagination started to run away. I felt something brushing

against my legs and feet.

A dinghy shows up with the rest of our crew. However, the

dinghy driver was motoring between us swimmers in the water.

He was asked to turn off his engine. Once onboard, for kicks, we

decided to open the escape hatch for Andrew to come through, up

and into the salon.

There was a call from Sherry Logan of the Willie T’s trying

to get us to make reservations for dinner. We had dinner for eight

set for 6:30 PM. While we prepare ourselves for dinner, a change

came over the radio.

Dinner at the ‘Willie T’s’ was off! The ‘Pirates’ was on. A

captains’ meeting was scheduled for 6:00PM.

We did our double shuttle and found a table set for eight.

Tonight, Brenda made it very clear that tonight was her

night for LOBSTER. This was to make up for not having one at the

Big Bamboo on Anegada. All of us had been denied that opportu-

nity. We could have waited, but then we would have been at the

mercy of the ‘domino’ effect.

Everyone really seemed to have enjoyed their choice for

dinner. We ordered an entire keylime pie of which we would take

back to the boat. Paula would make coffee and we will, once again,

enjoy each other’s company. We could see lightening over St.

Johns’ Island; the constellations in the sky, a cool breeze; the city of

lights the boat anchorages provided. — Life is good.

This evening, before retiring, we took a vote to leave the

AC off tonight and open all of the hatches.

This had been another great day!

Wednesday  8/20
Soper’s Hole was the first destination this morning. The skies were

mostly cloudy and it also felt like rain. We left our mooring can,

after checking with Captain Quick’. We needed to compare com-

pass headings. We would not leave this place, however, without

another incident. Again, the dinghy painter line got caught. And

again, Andrew, jumped in to free the line. But this time it was

around the rudder. Once again, he cleared the line!

Today would be Brenda’s day at the helm. Once out of the

channel, we unfurled the jib. The wind was out of the northeast

gusting from 21-23 knots. Brenda quickly adjusted to the helm,

keeping on a very, steady course-317 degrees. I could not have

done better, myself.

We have had a steady wind from the east and northeast

this entire trip, thus far. After approaching the entrance to Soper’s

Hole, the winds began to gust even higher. Fortunately, the chan-

nel was well marked. It was probably because Soper’s was a port-

of-entry into the country, the ferries entered and exited here and

Customs was here, as well.

I enjoy going into Soper’s Hole by boat. It’s nestled in this

little bay on the West End of Tortola. It is a world of it’s own. It feels

like being in a time capsule. The water at the docks is clear as crys-

Chapter Eight
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tal, to where you can see the white sands beneath. The shops and

houses are a palette of pastels going up the hillsides.

We spotted an opening at the dock, right by the water-fill

(How convenient!) We needed 125 gallons today. I had difficulty

docking, because the wind was right a my beam. Moonshadow’s

Captain Benny Goldston, along with the dock-steward, were there

to grab our lines. We collected the garbage and asked everyone to

return by 1:00PM, so we could leave and head over to Great

Habour on the island of Joist Van Dyke.

Everyone went in their own direction. We found each

other, at Pisces, a place for breakfast. After passing through the

town and meeting up with the crew, we decided to move on. Mel

and Andrew bought ice, which we loaded up. Mike re-arranged the

freezer so we could inventory what food we had left. With the wind

blowing off the dock, we departed smoothly.

Frank was at the helm on this leg. Upon exiting the Bay, the

winds gusted, again, this time the waves had white caps. Crossing

over to Great Habour, we were open to a channel of wind from the

north as well. Two of the powerboats in our fleet were off of our

starboard stern, along with a few sailboats. This was a fairly

uneventful trip, until it was time to anchor.

Our compass heading was a little off; we were actually

heading into White Bay.  There were three harbors right close to

one another; White Bay, Great Habour, and Little Harbour. I

radioed for direction and Captain Paul responded, “Just follow the

power boats”. That is exactly what we did.

As in the past, anchoring was drama. The bottom here, was

much too sandy close to shore, the anchor wouldn’t hold. (Now

rather than to dredge up old s_ _t, I’ll just say the nightmare, passed)

When we found out the itinerary for the evening, Brenda

and Paula would prepare dinner. Frank cooked the most fabulous

and tender of barbecue on our outside grill. Myself, Andrew, Mel,

Wanda and Brenda would snorkel. Andrew gave Brenda and I les-

sons on snorkeling. I felt very comfortable with his teachings.

Tonight we would gather around our table, outside in the

cockpit and enjoy a fabulous feast of barbecued chicken, fish, peas

and rice, grilled vegetables, garlic bread and guava juice. Friends,

food and fun—does it get better? 

The concert was to begin at 7:00PM. We, as always, did two

shuttles and grabbed a couple tables up front, where Sherry was

sitting. You would have though she was giving her CD’s away, the

way they were disappearing. I bought three. Our entire crew fol-

lowed suite and she was gracious enough to personally autograph

each one.  By show time, there might have been one or two left.

Sherry put on an enlightening show that involved the

entire crowd.

As usual, half of us returned to the boat to have cocktails,

listen to Sherry Winston CD’s and chill.
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Thursday  8/21
My sleep, this morning, was interrupted by rain. Sleep last night

was the deepest it has been on this trip. I’m sure I can attribute that

to “The Good Doctor Broom’s” painkiller cocktail. I will describe

the ‘painkiller’ as that of a ‘neo-lithic-kind’ that comes up from

behind and clobbers you in the back of the head OR “out-like-a-

light” cocktail.

I saw the local ferry operator coming out in his dinghy to

board his ferry, which he left on a mooring last night. The town’s

people were out (as usual) busy trying to get to work, by boat. I

spent the time observing the early dawn evolve. I saw life aboard

the McKenzie II and thought I’d jumped into the dinghy and motor

over. Vonnie was cooking breakfast and the coffee was on. Good

move-Pey!

After coffee, I saw life aboard “Fritz-the-Cat” and went

home. Our morning discussion was that of diving and snorkeling.

The divers were going out, but they were still trying to confirm

their dive for today.

Mel came up from his cabin this morning wearing a

pirate’s hat, a large hoop earring, eye patch and carrying a sword.

Along with Wanda and Frank, they motored over to “Black

Beard’s” (Al’s) boat to capture his pirate flag. The ship was board-

ed, and a duel broke out...and Al sent them all home...empty-hand-

ed.

The group picture was to be at 9:30AM. At 9:32AM we

were shuttling over to Foxy’s for ‘picture-taking’. It was really the

first opportunity to see the group in its entirety. The captains had

on captain’s shirts and the crews had on theirs. Considering the

number of people involved, the whole thing went rather smoothly.

Afterwards, we saw that Captain Ben Lovely’s group rented a Jeep

for a tour of Joist Van Dyke. Others went to Sandy Cay; while we

were going to Green Cay and there were those who probably chose

to go on to Cane Garden Bay. Green Cay has been infamous for

many TV commercials and print ads, because of its isolation and

it’s size. Our anchorage for the evening was to be Cane Garden

Bay.

Snorkeling was the best! Andrew had exposed Brenda and

I to another world—-underwater! “Trunk Bay on St. John will be

our next adventure,” he said.

We anchored at Green Cay and waited for the dive boat to

pick up our divers. The guy was suppose to be here at 11:00 AM

and it was already 1:00PM. It didn’t surprise me. Shortly after

1:00PM, the guy shows up. The divers climb aboard and off they

went. Mel stayed back today and went snorkeling with us.

Snorkeling was fantastic. There was about 10 feet of beach, then it

dropped down about 20 to 30 feet. On the east end were the most

gorgeous reefs, with all sorts of fish and marine life.

We arrived back to our anchorage and washed the sand

from our bodies; snacks were prepared, and all there was to do was

wait on the divers to return.

Chapter Nine
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When the dive boat showed up it was already 3:30PM.

They were going back out on their second dive. They came back to

tell me and or to get my response or WHAT??? My focus was on

getting to Cane Garden Bay before dark and acquiring a mooring

can so we would not have to ANCHOR again tonight! I refused to

make a big deal of this today!

At 4:30PM Andrew came astern and asked when we were

leaving. “Now” was my response. “The dive boat can bring the

divers to Cane Garden Bay. “Prepare to weigh anchor”. Weighing

anchor was fairly simple this go-around. Just as we were coming

about, the dive boat was heading in. We figured we’d let them

catch up with us.

This dive operator I met the night before when he came

over to Great Harbour. My first impression? —-A jerk! Come to

find out, he was the same one that was sloppy drunk and the bar

at The Moorings. The ‘help’ found him repulsive. I could see the

looks on their faces. One red flag—He talked too fast. Second red

flag—He tried to be slick- How do you out-slick ‘city folk?’ Third

red flag—His price was too high. Fourth red flag—His dive, and

his dive alone, had it ALL, more than any one in the islands. I did-

n’t interject anything. It was the divers decision. Mike thought he

was cool. But, Mike was bent on diving. Anyway, it was no surprise

to me when I saw him dump OUR crew into Captain Parham’s

dinghy (for HIM to bring the crew to the boat. He had to pass our

boat leaving) The guy sped off so fast, we could only feel his wake

as he flew by. Why not—-he had his money.

With Mel at the helm, all the divers got onboard. We head-

ed east to Cane Garden Bay. I radio to confirm our compass head-

ing. No answer. I looked to the north—”White Squall” I shouted

“Oh no, not again!” The squall was very wide. I battled back and

forth with myself for a while. To keep going could mean causing

unnecessary problems so I opted to turn back toward the Bay and

wait in protected waters, the storm would blow over fairly quick-

ly—-I hoped.  But I could not figure out which direction it was

headed in.  I gestured for Captain Parham’s boat to return as well.

They did. We couldn’t see them at all while the front was going

through. The rain began as large vertical drops, then came as buck-

ets of horizontal pellets. I had to stay at the helm to watch the

depth. Frank was in the cockpit with me; everyone else was down

below. It was raining so hard, all I could focus on was the moun-

tain wall in front of me and the depth meter. I grabbed a soaked

towel from the lifelines to use it as protection, it was wet, but it kept

away the sting of the pellets. The temperature took a slight dive

with the front going through. Now, I was cold. Frank came up with

another towel, and I just asked him to put it on top of the wet one.

As soon as I could see in front of me, Mel headed towards

Cane Garden Bay. I radioed to “McKenzie II”. They gave us the

radio towers on top of Cane Garden Bay to navigate to. The sun

was out before we reached the entrance. Al told us all of the moor-

ing cans were taken and that we could raft off of his boat. “Now,

that’s a relief” I needed to find “McKenzie II”, I asked then to wave

something so we could spot them. ‘There they are, the yellow

towel”. “All fenders on the port side; release the bow and stern

lines; add a line to the mid-ship cleat.”  By the time this was done,
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we were on our descent. It’s funny how crew and others began

yelling out directions—go back, go forward... “Silence”. I demand-

ed, “Let me do MY thing!” The bow in first, then the stern, and

slightly ‘kissing’ Al’s fenders—-The script was never written better.

If I don’t do anything else to perfection, may I say, I do know how

to dock a boat, no matter what the size.

Ben Lovely makes his passes on his wind-surfer well into

the night.

Dinner is to be served at 6:30AM at Myett’s. This trip, all

eight of us went together. We beached the dinghy, and continued to

get the only large table already dressed for eight. “Ah, Myett’s. I do

remember the place, now”

The evening was somewhat festive. Our party was some-

what subdued. Myett’s was also hosting a wedding that night. We

didn’t drink much this evening. Mike, Wanda, Brenda and I

returned to the boat. This  was the evening to thank our crew and

tell them how grateful, Wanda and I were in having them aboard.

They, in turn, show their appreciation with gifts.

Friday  8/22
Finley had trouble with his mooring can. It wasn’t holding. That

was apparent when I was abruptly awakened at 4:30AM. “Bam!” I

ran up top, just knowing what it was. I had the feeling before I

went to bed that night, we were going to have problems. They had

started before we all turned in for the night. I called Wanda.

Finley’s boat and his mooring can had hit our stern; we were back

to back. I could have stepped right into his boat. I asked him if he

was leaving, he answered “No”. Wanda stayed up to see if he

might need any assistance. I returned to bed.

Ben makes a few of his last and final passes on his wind-

surfer. I jumped into the dinghy about 6:00AM to catch up with

him at the harbor entrance and take some pictures. By the time I

made it out to him, I looked to the east and saw rain coming. It was

actually quite beautiful; it was like a fog rolling in between a moun-

tain passage. I put the Mercury in ‘overdrive’ and sped for ‘The

Cat”. “Whew!” I made it.

Today we will leave for The Moorings and check the boats

in.  We will get our last sail in today, if we have to tack the entire

way——and we did.

Chapter Ten
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All of the food that we didn’t eat, we collected for Yellow

Man. Al’s boat, the McKenzie and Elliott’s boat followed suite.

Once we were underway, Mel took the helm to Soper’s

Hole. By this time, there were four boats in front of us, that were

under sail. And about five behind. After clearing Soper’s, it looked

like a race. Folks were tacking back and forth. Paula took the helm.

We tacked many times, but this was our last opportunity to really

sail. With the wave action, a sail up today made our ride smoother.

I was teaching Paula, when and how to ‘pinch’ the wind (sail close)

to eliminate having to tack a lot. She became good at it. We made it

to The Moorings in about 2 1/2 hours. Captain Wanda had received

rope burns during one of our tacks. She kept applying plenty of ice

and to relieve the pain. 

Arrival at The Moorings was bittersweet. The sailing was

over, but the best was yet to come. We did have some stories of mis-

fortune. Captain Lance had his transmission on the 505 go out and

he came into the Marina backwards. Captain Elliot El-amin lost his

engine and had to call for help. It took The Moorings a half and

hour to come get him. But for the both of them they, were lucky, the

‘break-downs’ happened where they did——in the Marina.

When it was time to leave for the ferry to St. John, our

group hired a taxi to avoid the rush. After all of the hurrying, there

still was a big wait down on the docks. Each person had to go

through customs, pay taxes, etc, etc. The ferry to St. John’s was

swift. The taxi to the Westin Hotel Resort was swifter. Just let me

say this. The Westin Resort was the icing on this trip. A fabulous

sprinkling of villas over the entire compound, beautiful landscap-

ing and grounds and the service was impeccable—-We will be here

three nights instead of two.

Everyone was greeted almost individually with wet towels

and a tropical drink for refreshment. For the amount of people

coming in at the same time, there was very little waiting to receive

your welcome package. We were all pre-registered. Before we

knew it, we, along with our luggage, were scooped up and driven

to our accommodations by a golf cart. We really had no time to find

out were everyone was going. We spent the next half-hour phoning

around to find our comrades. Most of us had one thing in mind.

Showers. Paula, our director, made arrangements for the crew to

meet for dinner at the Beach Café at 8:00PM.

What a perfect way to wind down from a seven day sail.

All the water you could handle. The simple pleasures of life-we

learn to appreciate them.

While the accommodations were wonderful and the

grounds very lovely, we knew, like yesterday, time was short. Wine

and food was ordered. Dinner that night was full of appreciated

toasts. Everyone had different departure times, so it was important

to say our good-byes at this time.
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Saturday  8/23
This morning, as Andrew promised, he would take Brenda and I to

Trunk Bay. Our diver friend, Stephanie joined us. While I was out

early this morning in the lobby, I ran into Al. He, Reggie and two

other people were going to rent a car and travel across St. Johns to

a town where there had been an historic revolt, and meet with

some historian for lunch. It really sounded interesting.

We caught our taxi to Trunk Bay at 8:30 AM. Truck Bay was

quite a distance, but still, it was a beautiful ride. We were amongst

the first people there. Trunk Bay has this neat underwater trail,

with marker stones and historical facts. Here, was a wealth of fish.

Andrew had brought food, in order to attract them in numbers.

This was a little frightening, to me. Pelicans congregated at the top

of the island cliffs and would swoop down, head first, to get a

mouthful of fish. So there was a constant splashing about.

About 11:30AM we decided to head back. Brenda had an

appointment with a masseur. Paula did too. I made my way over

to the Racquet Club to get two racquets and a can of balls. Then off

to the cafe where I ran into Captain Reddick and Captain Gilbert.

The skippers were cordial and bought me a refreshment. I then

moved to the table where “The Good Doctor” and Mel were sitting

and I joined them for lunch. Later, our diver, Sherry and her friend

joined us. After lunch, Mike and I scheduled a game of tennis.

Tennis was welcomed after the meal I had, but the heat

was getting the best of both of us. We had to take frequent breaks

and drink lots of water. The afternoon was rapidly turning into

evening and we planned, once again, to join our crew for dinner at

the Beach Café. Once again, we thanked Paula for these arrange-

ments.

Tonight was Carnival Night at the Beach Café, complete

with a fire-eater, stilt-walker, limbo-dancing, and the usual touristy

events.

Chapter Eleven
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Sunday, Al, Vonnie, Wanda and I left for St. Thomas. We took snor-

keling equipment for a day at Megan’s Bay. We found, we couldn’t

buy tickets until fifteen minutes before departure, so we found a

place to have breakfast. It had been raining most of the morning on

St. Thomas. Most of the shops were closed as well.  Upon our

arrival, we immediately found a driver to take us to the Bay. The

ride was all of twenty minutes. Most of the tables on the beach

looked as though they were taken, but Vonnie did manage to find

one shaded by trees. “This was one populated beach today”, I

thought, “Probably because it was Sunday.” The atmosphere felt a

little urban to me, like I could have been at Montrose Beach in

Chicago.

We often wondered how our crew was doing and if every-

one had a safe trip  home.

It had continued to sprinkle throughout the afternoon.

Wanda, Al and Vonnie traveled up the beach. I stayed back to write

some notes. Upon their return, we decided to return to the ferry,

but not without stopping at the outdoor bizarre. Most of the ven-

dors were preparing to leave for the day—-I’m sure the rain had a

lot to do with it.

The ferry back was quicker than the trip into St. Thomas.

We found “Uncle Joe’s”, back in St. Johns. This place was recom-

mended the first day we hit town. The food was fresh and deli-

cious.

Because it WAS Sunday, the island was deserted of BBS

folks. We managed to find four people still milling about. We

caught a taxi back to the resort. By now, it was time to pack and

prepare for our early morning departure.

On Monday morning, we left for the 7:30AM ferry back to

Soper’s Hole on Tortola; from there, we’d hang-out back at The

Moorings, since they were going to get us to the airport free-of-

charge; then on to Beef Island (the airport); San Juan, Puerto Rico;

with a stop in Orland, FL, and then,  our final destination —

Chicago Midway!

Everyone agreed, this was one of the best trips!

Chapter Twelve


